
Yoga with Carrie Rice, RYT, RCYT  

Sample Lesson Plan 

Age: Elementary Age or Preschool Location: Classroom or Gym 

Theme: Winter Time: 30 -45 minutes 

Props: Mats, Carpet Squares, Beach Towels, or Hard Clean Floor, Music, Silk Scarves (Optional)  

 
Introduction: 5 minutes 

- Teacher Introduction 
- What is Yoga? (“How many of you have ever done this? This? This?” - That’s YOGA!) 

- We will Breathe, Move, Relax (That’s Yoga!) 
- Wave with Hands, Legs, Feet, Elbows, Tongue, Doggy Tail 
- Name introductions (for small group) - maybe a name game? 
- Volcano (For larger group) - Name, Favorite Kind of Pizza, Favorite thing about Winter 
-  

Yoga Story / Yoga Game / Poses: 15 -20 
 
Older Kids Warm-up: Sun Dance Copycat Game - Sun Saluation to a Fun Upbeat Song 
 
1. Snowball : child’s pose (1-2-3 Make a Snowball like me) 
 
Start your Yoga Story - Welcome to __________ Mountain (Mountain Pose) 

●  It is is a VERY Snowy day here and the Snowflakes are falling everywhere: Do you think we 
can make our bodies look like a few things we see happening here on the Mountain?  

● What about we start with all this SNOW! Snowflakes- Star Pose (turning sideways on your 
mat, lean both directions, open side body)  

● I’m excited to see so much snow, because that means we can do a few of my favorite things 
to do when it snows. We can play in the snow…... IF you are able to follow a few simple 
rules. Do you think you can do that?  

○ 1. Stay on your mat and keep it flat 
○ 2. Be Kind and Sweet to the friends you meet 
○ 3. Listen first and then play!  

● Ok, great! My first idea was that we make a Snowman – Squat Pose (Come down to a squat 
and pretend to pack the snow in your hands to make the base of a snowperson, add layers 
as you move from squat to standing.) Then step back and admire your work.  

● That building made me cold. Are you cold? Hot Cocoa sounds nice! (Seated put your hands 
out like your are holding a cup, inhale big through your nose, and blow out to cool your 
cocoa). If you would like to add some marshmallows, you can pull your knees into your 
chest and rock back to your back. Stirring the marshmallows into the cup. Rock back up to a 
seated position and cool the cocoa once more.)  

2. Time to head up the Mountain - Hop on the Chair Lift or Snow mobile: chair (Count as you 
ride, are make some sort of noise) 

3. Alright, ready to head down - Hop on your Snowboard: Warrior 2 (“Look like me”) Ride down 
the hill, mid way switch legs 

4. Look here at the base of the hill there is a Skating Rink - Should we do a little Skating? Skater: 
dancer, count to hold pose - switch legs 

5. Chair Lift back to the top 
6. Ski - Chair with arms, maybe add a little hop 
7. I don’t believe it! A Moose in the distance (hero with antlers & twist) 
8. Chair lift to the top for one more run - Chair  
 



9. Sledding – Staff Pose 
(Sit with a tall spine and your legs straight out in front of you. Take your hands down beside 
you and pretend to hold on to the sled as you fly down a snow hill.) 

 
SEE FUN BREAK BELOW at ANY TIME!- Snow Ball Fight! (with scarves for young ones) or Musical 
Mats for Older Ones  
 
10.  I am so wore out from all that SNOW FUN - I think it is time to make a Snow angel: star on 

back - move into savasana  

 
Fun Break: 5- 10 minutes (insert anywhere you feel you are losing their attention) 
 
Silk scarves: After passing out scarves to each child, Invite everyone to play in the snow. On your 
count allow them to toss the scarves into the air trying their best to catch their scarf. 1-2-3! Then 
you can also allow them to throw the scarves into the middle! Play a couple times with fun music in 
the background.  
 
Musical Mats: Have each pose we have learned written on an index card or you can just shout it 
out, kids walk in a circle, when the music stops - find the closest mat and perform the pose. Fun 
upbeat music is a MUST!  
 
BRING Back with Snowball pose, and a few calming breaths of choice 
 
Relaxation: 5 minutes 
Calming music for a guided relaxation, allowing them to gently move in snow angel or for older 
ones rolling them to their belly for relaxation on their stomach.  
Closure:  
“I will be kind to myself, I will be kind to others”  
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